
Official City of Ozawkie Council Minutes 

November 10, 2014 

Council members present: Mayor Steve Stanton, Councilman Joe Beck, Councilman Mel Armstrong, 

Councilman Don Schaeffer, Councilwoman Nancy Leek. 

Others in attendance: Sandra Goetz, Jim Shaw, and Kathryn Zwygart and Gail Dillenbeck. 

1. Call to order and opening comments

Meeting called to order at 7:03p.m. by Mayor Stanton.  Stanton asks for comments, questions, 

concerns from citizens and receives no response. 

2. Lift station improvement bid presentation, recommendations

Nancy Leek introduces Brian Kingsley from BG Consultants.  Brian hands out booklets that 

explain the bidding process and outlines 5 business that submitted bids for the work on our lift stations.  

Brian remarks that the bids, as seen in the booklet, range from $468,000 to $792,000.  Three bids were 

within range of what BG expected to cost to be.  Brian also explains that the budget summary in the 

booklet shows the numbers from the original budget and where we are currently on the project.  He 

comments that a large portion of the 20,000 overage to date is due to a wet well that was not normal 

industry size, so that issue had to be remedied in order for the new equipment to fit.  Also, on the 

paperwork, the cost of a dedicated generator and added a portable one since the lift station wouldn’t 

need one full-time.  This way, the maintenance workers can use it at another location if the need arises.  

Engemann Drainage Company won on the bidding for the job.  They will be given 40 days to complete 

the job after equipment has arrived.   On the paperwork turned in, there were 3 addendums that were 

acknowledged, but they weren’t signed.  Brian contacted City Attorney Lee Hendricks about this, Lee 

recommended that the City waive this irregularity and award the bid to Engemann.  The work is 

expected to begin in mid-December.   Nancy asks if they would begin before the construction on the 

pump house is complete.  Brian says that it would be abnormal, but not unheard of.  One won’t really 

affect the other.  Joe inquires about the warranties of the equipment being replaced.  Brian doesn’t 

have that information with him and apologizes.  He states that the pumps being used are at or above 

industry standards and a drastic upgrade from what we currently have in place.    Joe asks about 

maintenance on the pumps and whether the company does it or if our maintenance workers would 

perform it.  Brian rebuts that most of the trouble-shooting can/will be done over the phone, but if 

something can’t be figured out, the company will come on-site.  Nancy adds that this equipment is 

something that Scott, our maintenance supervisor, is familiar with.  Nancy asks if all of council is 

comfortable with the info.  Mel comments that it’s a lot of money, Joe says it’s necessary.  Nancy moves 

to recommend waiving the addendum acknowledgement irregularity and award the construction 
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contract to Engemann Drainage Company in the amount of $468,678.00 contingent upon concurrence 

of funding agencies.  Don seconds, all agree. 

 

3. Building info 

 Mayor Stanton speaks about a new building for the city offices.  Mel tells the council that we are 

looking at a 40x60 metal building with two bathrooms and the cost would roughly be $60,000-$70,000.  

All are in agreement that this is a good thing.  Nancy asks about having a small kitchen area and Joe adds 

that this would be good for the employees since there aren’t any facilities for them currently.  Mel says 

that it wouldn’t be a major cost.  Sandi Goetz asks if this metal building would be on Main Street and 

Mel says that the location hasn’t been decided yet.   

 

4. Walking trail update 

 Mayor Stanton reports that last meeting Don had answered all questions pertaining to liability, 

so the council needs to decide if we are moving forward.  Don says the Corps of Engineers wants new 

gravel placed on the existing road and handicap assessable parking.  The parking should be 3-4 spaces.  

Also, a gate need put in place.  Mel comments that originally, we were going to have to construct a gate, 

but he’s found out we can purchase one that will work.  Don moves to set aside $4000 to gravel the 

road, install a gate, and built handicap assessable parking.  Mel seconds, all agree. 

 

5. Council comments, questions, concerns 

 Mayor Stanton asks if there are any problems with scheduling for the December meeting due to 

the holidays.  No one has issues with having the meeting as scheduled on December 8th.  Nancy 

expresses water pressure concerns at the Kilgore place with the new business being decided upon at the 

county level.  Mel comments that the Kilgores are looking at running the sewer from the house to the 

barn.  Mel suggests that the city send a letter stating that they have permission to hook into the city 

sewer, but that the tap that is there would have to be repaired at the Kilgore’s expense.  Mel also states 

that he believes there should be a limit on other items they might want to add in the future.  Joe says 

there should be a written agreement with them and if the business is sold, the new owners would have 

to re-negotiate the terms.  All are in agreement that something needs to be in writing and re-negotiated 

as needed.  Mayor asks that Don oversee the letter writing to the county on the business issues and Don 

agrees.  Mel volunteers to attend P&Z meeting at the county this month to represent the City.  Joe 

addresses the council about the Mayor’s answering machine message that has barking dogs on it.  Joe 

feels this is inappropriate.  No one comments.  Mayor comments that Joe will move from Law 

Enforcement slot to Parks slot on council. 
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6. Approval of agenda 

  Approval of agenda-Mayor asks if anyone needs the executive session and everyone says “no”.  

Mayor asks that this item be removed.  Nancy moves to approve agenda with executive session 

removed, Joe seconds, all agree.   

  

7. Approval of consent items 

 a. minutes from October 13, 2014 meeting 

 Joes asks for a correction on #1 to read “will be taken care of” on Heather Becks apology.  Nancy 

says that on #4 it should read “Mayor is currently trying to find a company”.  Mel moves to approve the 

minutes with changes, Joe seconds, all agree.   

 b. treasurer’s report 

 Mel moves to approve the report, Don seconds, all agree. 

 c. warrant register 

 Date on September register should read October.  Mel moves to approve October with 

correction, Nancy seconds, all agree. 

8. Reports (approval of) 

 a. P&Z-Sandi recommends Heather Beck to be on P&Z committee.  Madere is building a 

retaining wall and elevated deck, but there were unanswered questions and the homeowner was 

unavailable to take a call when the committee was in session.  Greene wants to cover several broken 

patio slabs with a deck, P&Z recommends to approve.  Mayor reads letter from P&Z about Grothers at 

544 Delaware needing a fence installed in the front yard.  Mrs. Grother has MS and needs a variance in 

order to keep her dogs contained when letting them out.  Don moves to grant variance, Nancy seconds, 

all agree.  Mayor speaks about P&Z fees  and is wanting to changes to $25 for a permit and $100 for 

inspection.  If the homeowner doesn’t get permit ahead of time, he recommends that they have a $50 

fine and have 10 days to correct the situation.  Discussion insues about amounts.  Mayor requests that it 

be put on the agenda for December so that in the new year, things can be more streamlined.  Joe asks 

what fund the fees go into and is told the general fund.  Sandi asks that a knowledgeable person be 

required to attend the P&Z meeting from each proposed project so that questions can be answered.  

Nancy agrees that this would probably be a good thing.  Mel and Don express that they don’t see a need 

for it.  Nancy and Joe remark that they see both sides….we don’t want to inconvenience the 

homeowner, but when questions arise, we need someone to answer them.  Nancy requests that this be 

tabled until December meeting. 

 b. Utilities-Nancy reports that the fire hydrant on the corner in the park was struck by a car.  

Mayor asks if a police report was made.  The answer is no.  The Mayor comments that by law, there 
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must be one made.  The City Clerk says it will be done tomorrow.  Nancy comments that the hydrant by 

the pumphouse will soon be finished.  Nancy reports that a city maintenance truck is still being shopped 

for, but at the low budget, one hasn’t been located yet.  She comments that he guys have been working 

hard to get everything winterized.   

 c. Governmental affairs-Don reports that on walking trail parking needs to be handicap 

assessable.  Don states it should be big enough for 3-4 spaces.  Mayor asks council if we want to move 

ahead with this project or not.  Mel comments that the gates can be purchased and not have to be built.  

Also, he states that gravel needs completed on the road.  Don states again that gravel and railroad ties 

will suffice for parking lot so that if it needs to be removed in the future it will be easy.  Don moves to 

set aside $4000 to cover the cost of the gravel for the road and parking lot and gate(s), Mel seconds, all 

agree. 

 d. Law enforcement-vacant position. 

 e. Parks-nothing to report. 

 f. Streets-Mel states that the new cul-de-sac is still being staked, but pins are still being located.  

Some have been hard to find.  Mel moves we accept Heather Beck on the P&Z position, Nancy seconds, 

all agree.  Mel states that he has a company that rehabs streets coming to present at December 

meeting. 

 

Mel moves to adjourn meeting at 8:34p.m., Joe seconds, all agree. 
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